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Lively, full-color photographs detail the extraordinary creatures that transform the night-time coral

reef into a beautiful realm where bioluminescence is the only natural form of light. Includes a how-to

section on night-diving and underwater photography. Index. 110 color plates.
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"No experience on land can prepare you for the sensation of night diving in a tropical sea,"

according to Levine, a filmmaker and science educator. The dusk-to-dawn journey through coral

reefs begins with frenzied activity at sunset as the daytime creatures return to shelter. Briefly, all is

quiet. Then moray eels, squirrel-fish and soldierfish cruise the waters looking for prey. In the dark,

corals stretch their tentacles to snag plankton; sea urchins, brittle stars, sea lilies (crinoids) and

flashlight fish are active. Shortly after sunrise, the process is reversed. Night diving is hazardous,

and Levine devotes a chapter to safety measures and equipment. He examines the state of the

world's coral reefs and finds it a cause for concern and further study. Undersea photographer

Rotman notes that many animals are easier to approach at night and offers advice on undersea

photography. The 110 photographs are stunning but do not offer a sense of scale. Author tour.

Copyright 1993 Reed Business Information, Inc.

The splendid nighttime events occurring among coral reef communities while cloaked in protective

darkness are captured here in over 100 high-quality, mostly full-page color photographs. The text



describes the ecological balance of reefs, the natural history of reef inhabitants, the environmental

problems that threaten reef habitats worldwide, and both the pleasures and dangers of night diving.

Upbeat and anecdotal, the authors interweave accurate biological information with chronicles of

their travel and diving adventures. Even though superficial at times, particularly when covering night

photography, this fast-paced book will fire the enthusiasm of scuba and snorkeling devotees, and its

stunning photographs will captivate a wide range of browsers, including young adults.

Recommended for general collections.- Frank Reiser, Nassau Community Coll., Garden City,

N.Y.Copyright 1993 Reed Business Information, Inc.

Decent writing. Half the book consists of nice photos of reef creatures at night (it's only about 190

pages). It has an index but no bibliography. It talks about twilight reef stuff, sleepy diurnal fish, night

critters, coral reef conservation, night diving, and night photography. I feel like I didn't learn much as

the author spent quite a bit of time talking about other stuff and attempting to compare reefs to

cities. Oh well. I at least enjoyed all the pretty pictures.
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